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Abstract— In corporate and government department’s increasingly keeping  large  size  electronic  databases,  which  are  

accessed  using   internet  or  intranet. Important   information   implement   from   the   data using Privacy data mining 

methods.  While performing data mining steps, there is an inherent   danger   to the   privacy   of the   data.   The   valuable data 

stored in the database should not be accessible to users. Most of the privacy preserving methods are based on reduction in the   

granularity   of the   implementing   of the   data. This ends to loss of information but it improves privacy.  Therefore,   in 

PPDM there is a conflict between loss of information and   the   privacy. Effective   Methods are   required   which   do   not   

compromise   the   security mechanisms. Some of the methods proposed for privacy preserving data mining include 

randomization method, k-anonymity model, l-diversity and distributed privacy preservation. The k-anonymity model is based 

on a quasi-identifier,   which is    a collection of attributes in a database that is   the   identifier   for   the   entire   data.   All   

the   data   in   the   database   is assumed to be   in   a   set   of tables,   and   each   tuple   is    information of an individual 

customer. K-anonymity Methods are based on the reduction of granularity in representation of data using pseudo identifiers. 

Major Methods used for granularity   reduction   are   generalization   and suppression. In generalization,   the   attribute   

values   are   converted   into    a   range   that reduces the granularity and reduces the risk of identifying individual values. In 

suppression, value of the attribute is removed completely. These methods introduce   loss   of detail   which   may   affect   the 

accuracy. This induces the search for anonymization algorithms that achieve the required level of anonymization while 

incurring a minimization of loss of information. Finding optimal anonymous datasets using generalization or   suppression has 

been proved to be a NP hard problem.  Therefore,   some   standard   heuristic   search   Methods  such  as   Genetic   

Algorithms   (GAs),   Particle   Swam   Optimization   (PSO) and Ant  Colony  Optimization  (ACO)  can  be  used  to   find  

optimal datasets. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the advancement in hardware and software Technology, 

high data storage comes in existence and this leads to a rapid 

use of internet and so the data  mining  started  rapidly   from   

the   users of internet  and  database  which  increase  the  

transition  of  personal   information  related  to   users  or  

companies   hence  the  misuse  of  the  data  also   increases 

rapidly to   prevent  this  threat  privacy of data  become  big   

concern   for   computer science fraternity.  To preserve the 

privacy of person or a group requirement of new technology 

comes in existence called privacy preserving data mining this   

is   being   extensively   used    to maintain the privacy of 

data. Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) algorithms 

developed so that confidential data which is mined remain 

protected from users. The main concerns of HPPDM is that 

sensitive raw data like names, ad dresses are modified from 

the original database, so that the users of the data will   not   

be   able    to    compromise another person’s privacy.  And  

also,  sensitive  knowledge  obtained  from  mining which  

can compromise  data   privacy   must   be   excluded.   

Privacy   preservation   is to be integrated at two levels, 

users’ personal information and their collective activity. The 

former is known as individual privacy preservation and the 

latter as collective privacy preservation data mining [1]. 

Privacy preserving of data must safeguard from divulging 

sensitive data during publication of individual data. To 

maintain privacy, a number of techniques   have   been   

proposed   for modifying or transforming the data. To avoid 

data misuse,   the data is anonymized.  Many data mining   

techniques are modified to ensure privacy. The techniques 

for PPDM are based on cryptography, data mining and 

information hiding. In general, statistics- based and the 

crypto-based approaches are used to tackling PPDM. In the 

statistics-based approach, the data   owner’s   sanitize the 

data through perturbation or generalization before 
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publishing.  Knowledge models such as decision trees   are 

used on the sanitized   data.   The   advantage of statistics-

based approach is that it efficiently handles large volume of 

datasets. In the crypto-based PPDM approach, data   owners   

have to cooperatively implement specially designed data 

mining algorithms. Though these algorithms  achieve  

verifiable privacy protection  and   better   data   mining  

performance,  it   suffers  from  performance and  scalability  

issues  .  In recent years, privacy preserving data for a single 

database has been extensively studied. Data anonymization 

transforms a Data set to uphold privacy using methods such 

as k-anonymity using generalization or suppression 

techniques, so that individually identifiable information is 

masked [2].  

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

METHODOLOGY: UCI Machine Learning Repository 

provides the ‘Adult’ dataset used for evaluation.  It 

contains 48,842   instances,   including categorical and 

integer attributes from   1994 Census   information. It has 

about 32,000 rows with 4 numerical columns,    the column   

which includes age {17 – 90}, fnlwgt {10000–1500000}, 

hrsweek {1 – 100} and edunum{1–16}. The age column 

and native country are anonymize using k-anonymization. 

Table 1 shows   the   original attributes of the Adult 

dataset. 

 

Table 1: Attributes of the a d u l t  

Dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In k-anonymity, the data is transformed to equivalence 

classes where each class has a set of k records that differs 

from others [22]. Generalization & suppression are used to 

reduce the granularity representation of the pseudo-

identifiers   techniques.   The   attributed   values are 

generalized to a range so as to reduce the granularity (for 

example, date of birth generalized as year of birth) and it also 

reduces identification   risk. The   value   of the attribute is 

removed completely to reduce the identification risk with 

public records (suppression). The k-anonymity is a good 

technique because of its simplicity in definition and also 

many algorithms are available to process the anonymization 

[23, 24]. 

 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

In Genetic Algorithm (GA), a group of individuals called 

chromosomes forms the population that represents a 

complete solution to a defined problem [25, 2 6].  Each 

chromosome   is encoded   using a sequence ofH0s or 1s. 

The GA begins using a randomly generated set of individuals 

as population. In each iteration,   a   new   population   is    

generated which replaces all of members of the population. 

Though, certain number of the best   individuals is kept from 

each generation and is copied with the new generation (this 

approach known as elitism). The best chromosome in the 

population is used to generate the next   population.   Based 

on the   fitness   functions,   the   population will transform 

into the future generation. On evaluation of population’s 

fitness, fit test chromosomes are selected for reproduction. 

Lower fitness chromosomes or poor chromosomes might be 

selected in   very   less   numbers   or   not   at all. There are 

popular   selection   methods such as "Roulette-Wheel" 

selection, "Rank" selection and "Tournament" selection. In 

this study, tournament selection is used wherein two 

chromosomes are chosen randomly from the   population.   

First,   for a predefined probability p, the more fit of these 

two is selected and with the probability (1-p) the other 

chromosome with less fitness is selected [26]. 

 

The crossover operation in GA combines two chromosomes 

together to produce new offspring (child). Crossover occurs 

only with crossover probability. 

 

Chromosomes remain the same when not subjected to 

crossover.  The idea behind crossover is considering new   

solutions and exploiting of the old solutions. 

As fittest chromosomes are selected more, good solutions are 

carried to   the next generation.   In   this study, single-point 

crossover has been applied to produce new offspring for that 

a high value of crossover probability is used (between 0.80 

and 0.90).Due to crossover operation, the new generation 

will contain only the character of the parents. This can lead 

to a problem saturation of finding a better population as no 

new genetic material is introduced in the offspring. Mutation 

operator introduces new genetic patterns into the new 

chromosomes. The new sequence of genes due   to mutation   

may or may not produce desirable features in the new 

chromosome.  The new mutated chromosome is kept if the 

fitness is better than the general population. 

Age native-country          Class 

39        India                          <=50K 

50        India                          <=50K 

38        India                          <=50K 

53        India                          <=50K 

28        Sri Lanka                   <=50K 

37        India                          <=50K 

49        Bangladesh               <=50K 

52        India                          >50K 

31        India                          >50K 

42        India                          >50K 
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The   Particle   Swarm   Optimization (PSO) 
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm   is   an   

adaptive   algorithm   made of population of individuals 

(commonly referred to as particles), adapting through 

returning stochastically toward previous successful regions 

[27, 28]. The two primary operators in PSO are Velocity 

update and Position update.  During iteration, particle   is   

accelerated toward the particles in the previous best position 

and the global best position.  A   new   velocity   value   is   

updated for each particle at PSO begins with a group of 

random particles or solutions and searches for optima 

through updating of generations.  The two   "best"   values,   

pbest and   gbest,   of the   particle   are updated in each 

iteration.  ‘pbest’ is the best solution   (fitness)   achieved   

till   the n and ‘gbest’ value is the  best  value obtained till  

then   by   any   particle   in   the population. PSO is 

computationally simple as it requires only primitive 

mathematical operators. Particle positions and velocities are 

assigned randomly in the beginning of the algorithm. PSO 

updates all velocities and positions of all the particles 

iteratively as follows:  

 

 Hybrid GA-PSO 

Cooperative search is a type of parallel algorithms, where 

several search   algorithms are run in parallel to solve the 

optimization problem. As the search algorithms may be 

different, cooperative   search   technique   is   viewed    as a   

hybrid   algorithm   [31].   In   this   work, it is proposed to 

implement a Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm using Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). 

Both GA and PSO in the proposed system work   with the 

same population. Initially, Ps individuals which form the 

population are generated randomly.  They can be considered 

chromosomes in GA, or as particles in PSO. After 

initialization, new next   generation   individuals are created 

by enhancement, crossover, and mutation operations. 

 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The generalization depends on the type of data; it can either 

be categorical or numeric. The generalization of the 

categorical data (gender, work, zip code) is described by   a   

taxonomy tree as seen in Figure 1. The Figure shows an 

example for generalization of continuous data used in this 

work. 

 

Fig. 1: Example for Generalization of continuous data as 

a taxonomy tree  

For generalization of numeric data   (age, income) is 

obtained by discretization of its   values    into    a   set   of 

disjoint intervals. Various levels of discretization defined, for 

numeric data   of age,   the   set of intervals: 

{(0,10),(10,20),(20,30),..}; 

{(0,20),(20,40),(40,60),..}; 

{(0,30),(30,60),(60,90),..} are valid. 

Experiments are conducted for different levels of k- 
anonymity   (5,   10, …, 45,  50).  Hybrid algorithm is used 

to find the optimal generalization feature set.  Table 2 shows 

the parameter used for GA in this study. Following Figures 

and Tables give the results of classification, precision and 

recall for class label income. The precision and recall is 

shown for value greater than 50K and less than   or equal to 

50K 

 

Table 2: The Proposed Hybrid Algorithm 

Parameters 

 

 Initial population size                    25 

 Maximum generations                   20 

 Number of epochs                          500 

 Momentum                                 Lower bound 0.5 

 Optimization                              Upper bound 1.0 

 Step size                                     Lower bound 0.1 

 Optimization                              Upper bound 0.5 

Encoder mechanism                   Roulette 

Cross Over                                  Single point 

Cross over probability               0.9 
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Mutation                                    0.1 

Mutation probability                 0.01 

 

Table 3: Classification Accuracy for Different levels of k-
anonymity 

k-anonymity 
      level 

        Classification 
          Accuracy 

           K=50 0.832500717 

           K=45 0.833135416 

           K=40 0.836083698 

           K=35 0.840362803 

           K=30 0.847242128 

            K=25 0.855759387 

           K=20 0.862454445 

           K=15 0.870582695 

            K=10 0.875619344 

          K=5 0.880389828 

 

 

Fig. 2: Classification Accuracy for different levels of k-
anonymity 

It is observed from Figure 2, that the classification accuracy 

decreases with the increase in k-anonymity level. Figure 3 

and 4 show the precision and recall for class label income 

greater than 50k and less than or equal to 50k respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 3:  Precision and Recall   for   different levels of k-

anonymity for class label >50K 

 

 

Fig 4: Precision and Recall for different levels of k-

anonymity for class label<=50K 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

Existing Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) solutions in privacy-

preserving domain mainly deals with specific problems such 

as cost function evaluation. In this work, it is proposed to 

implement a Hybrid EA using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and 

Particle Swarm Optimization   (PSO).   Both   GA   and PSO   

complement   each   other   to provide global optimization. In 

the proposed framework, k-anonymity is accomplished by 

generalization of the original dataset. The hybrid 

optimization is   used   to search   for optimal generalized 

feature set.  Experiments were conducted for different   

levels of k-anonymity and the results obtained are 

satisfactory. 
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